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                     KH-400 
 

Heat sealed outer envelope machine for packing pyramid teabags. 

 

Operating Range. 
KH400 outer envelope machine is designed for packing pyramid teabags into envelopes. 
It is designed for cooperation with Miflex-Masz s APO-11P pyramid teabags packing 
machine.  It can use for working with others pyramid teabags packing machines also. 
This machine is equipped with conveyor for transfer teabags pyramid from pyramid 
packing machine and collecting envelopes conveyor.  
 

 Very useful machine for packing pyramid teabags into heat sealed envelope, 
 Then you pack flavoured and good quality tea blends, aromatic herbs or 

pharmaceutical infusion you are in a position to protect aroma thanks to heat 
sealed outer envelope.  

 It is designed to cooperation with APO-11P Miflex-Masz pyramid teabags 
packing machine, 

 This machine one can use to work with others pyramid packing machines also, 
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Characteristics 
- convenient operation, 
- easy changing of heating parameters, 
- possibility of getting of two sizes of envelopes, 
- friendly for personnel configuration of operation screen, 
- full error diagnostics, 
- easy run to maintenance. 
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Structure 
All  components are placed on the steel construction cowered by 
protections. The machine is equipped with case-by-case regulation of 
temperature of sealing elements. The regulation of speed is connected 
with speed regulation system of pyramid machine. The breakdown cases 
are appeared and described by the display. 
 
Main components 

- unwinder of packing material 
- guide roller system 
- feeder of pyramid shape teabags 
- Sealing system 
- Cutting system 
- Control cabinet 
- Main driving system with mark regulation  
- Exit conveyor makes possibility the batching in 5 pcs enabling 

hand collection. 
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